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Click here to watch the week one intro. video.

What you need to begin:
-A Mirrix Loom size 12” or larger
-The Ellen Purse Kit
-A good pair of scissors
-A measuring tape
-A sewing needle and thread for finishing

About This Project:
The Ellen purse is a suitable project for both beginner and seasoned
tapestry weavers. In this purse we combine the following tapestry
techniques: slit tapestry, eccentric wefts, pick and pick and soumak
knotting. The strap for the purse is a simple rope made out of the included
yarn. The purse is lined with cotton fabric.

If this is your first tapestry, take your time. Your goal is to master the
techniques while keeping your warps parallel and your selvedges straight.
All of this takes patience and perseverance. Tapestry is very much a slow
art form. Don’t rush through this project. Take your time, correct mistakes
as they happen and enjoy the beautiful flow of weaving.

The kit for this project includes:

● Five one ounce balls of brown sheep lamb’s pride wool/mohair in one
of two colorways

● A 100 yard card of 12/6 seine twine warp
● Cotton material for lining

https://youtu.be/bqMuWNy75JY


Preparing for This Project

For demonstration purposes, we will be warping on a 12” loom.
Warping this loom is the same as warping any Mirrix Loom 12” or
larger. We will be using the shedding device for this project, but you
don’t have to put one on your loom if you do not want to.

If you’ve never warped a Mirrix before, we suggest taking the time to
go over our .PDF warping instructions here and watching our warping
video here.

Here are some other resources I also recommend checking out:

What’s a warp coil?

Warp Coil Measurements

How High Do I Adjust My Loom?

Why warp spacing matters

Warping a Mirrix (different methods)

Balancing the Warping Bar

Confused by Warping? These Exercises Will Help!

Before you begin warping, you will want to set up your weaving space.
If I have the free table space, I like to set out my loom and supplies
and keep that space dedicated to weaving throughout my project.
Often, though, I don’t have a dedicated space to weave (it depends on
how many projects I’m working on at once), so I put all of my supplies
and materials for a specific project in a basket and take that out each
time I use my loom. One of the great things about weaving on a
portable tapestry loom is that it doesn’t need to take up a lot of space.

Have fun!

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/2375/8991/files/tapestry_28cc03e8-b16e-4ba0-a3f7-cff825af1319.pdf?v=1621868148
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmdujyityRk&list=PLwoiT3NmB1ybYynwLzFdhYlhw50Jjv6Ua&index=1&t=1141s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmdujyityRk&list=PLwoiT3NmB1ybYynwLzFdhYlhw50Jjv6Ua&index=1&t=1141s
https://www.mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/whats-a-warp-coil-updated
https://mirrixlooms.com/pages/warp-coil-measurements
https://www.mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/how-high-do-i-adjust-my-loom
https://www.mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/why-warp-spacing-matters-updated
https://mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/warping-a-mirrix-loom
https://www.mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/how-to-balance-your-warping-bar
https://www.mirrixlooms.com/blogs/mirrix-blog/confused-by-warping


Warping
Sett/Warp Coil: 8 EPI, 8 dent warp coil
Number of Warp Threads: 55
Threaded Rod Showing: Two inches

Final Piece Size: 6.5” by 13”

Finished Piece Size: 6.5” by 6.5”

If you already know how to warp: Warp your loom with an 8 dent coil
55 warps across. Set your loom height so only two inches of threaded
rod is showing.

If you need a refresher or have never warped before, check out the
warping resources linked above before continuing. Our warping .PDF
and video will go into greater detail than we show here.

Below we go over warping for this particular project.

First, fold out the legs of your loom and ready your supplies.



Set the height of your loom by turning the wing-nuts on either side of
the loom. Measure to make sure the sides of the loom are even.

Next, put your 8-dent warp coil (also referred to as a spring) in the coil
tray on the top bar of the loom by looping each end of the coil over the
brass pieces on either side of the spring tray.

This warp coil comes with all regular Mirrix looms that have a
shedding device. To check which is your 8-dent coil, place the coil on
the loom, measure an inch and count the dents (spaces in the spring.)
There should be 8 dents in one inch. It will be your shortest coil if you
have a set of four.

Next, measure where on the loom vertically the wooden clips are to
make sure they are at the same height. You want the clips somewhere
on the top third of the loom. Turn them so the longer part is facing the
back of the loom. If you have a newer loom that has not yet been
used, you will have to unscrew the white plastic screw, swing it to the
back of the clip and re-screw it in to secure the clip to the loom.

Place the warping bar (the thicker aluminum bar) in the small
indentations in the wooden clips and push the clips slightly inward to
secure the bar between them.

If you have a loom larger than a 22” Loom, it is best to warp on either
the left or right side of the loom instead of in the center. The reason
you would want to do this is to balance the warping bar. If we were to
weave a relatively thin piece in the center of a wide loom, once the
loom is warped, the warping bar would be unbalanced. By warping on
one side of the loom and then balancing the warping bar with a piece
of string, cord or ribbon the other side (or warping another piece on
the other side of the loom) we guarantee that our warping bar is
balanced.



You will warp your loom in every dent (a dent is a space in the spring)
across until you have the 55 required warp threads (counted at the top
of the loom.)

The concept of warping is fairly straightforward. First, you tie your
warp to the warping bar. Then, you wrap the warp around the outside
of the loom. Every time you reach the warping bar, you loop around it
and go back in the direction you just came from. That’s it.

These are my four rules of warping a Mirrix:

Rule One: Never bring your warp through the center of your loom.
You will ALWAYS be wrapping AROUND the loom. Periodically check
to see that you haven’t accidentally brought your warp through the
center of the loom.

Rule Two: Never try to hold a conversation, watch a television show
or read a book while warping. Maybe when you’re an expert you can
do that, but for now, concentrate. In that same vein, you don’t want to
drop your warp while you are warping if you can help it because that
could cause issues with your tension. When warping a Mirrix, you
don’t need TIGHT tension (the loom will do that for you later) but you
do need EVEN tension.

Rule Three: Be a perfectionist. I’m not a perfectionist and I tend to do
things at, pardon the pun, warp speed. But warping needs perfection.
One mistake can cause you trouble and confusion, so your best bet is
to go slowly and make sure everything is even and not messy from the
get go. Trust me on this one.

Rule Four: Be patient with yourself. I’ve taught a lot of people how to
warp. Some people get it right away. Others don’t. If you’re in the latter
category, don’t beat yourself up. Keep trying and pretty soon it will be
second nature!



Let’s get started!

Figure out where you want the center of your piece to be on the loom.
Count 27 warps over to the left from that spot. This is where you will
begin warping. (Unless you are warping on one side of your loom
because you are using a larger loom, as discussed above.)

At this place, take your warp thread and tie it in a double knot to the
warping bar.  Next, bring your warp thread from the warping bar over
the top of the loom from the back.

When you hit the warp coil, place your warp thread into one of the
spaces in the coil. Again, this is called a dent.



Bring your warp thread down the front of the loom and then under the
loom from the front to the back.

Continue up the back of the loom until you hit the warping bar. Then,
loop your warp around the warping bar and bring it back towards the
bottom of the loom. This can be from the front to the back of the
warping bar or the back to the front, it doesn’t matter.

Continue bringing your warp down the loom in the back and then
under the loom and up the front.

When you hit the top warp coil again, you will want to place your warp
in the same dent as you placed your warp the first time. We do this to
make a double, and hence, stronger selvedge (edge) thread.



Continue over the top of the loom and down the back until you hit the
warping bar. Again, loop around the bar and come back in the
direction that you came from. When you hit the warp coil again (this
time coming over the top from the back of the loom) you will again
place the warp in the next dent over.



Now, keep repeating these steps: Bring your warp thread around the
outside of the loom. When you hit the warping bar, loop around it and
come back in the direction you came from. Every time you hit the warp
coil, place your warp in the next dent over.

When you have warped 55 warp threads across, tie off on the warping
bar, making sure to keep even tension. (It doesn’t need to be tight, just
even.)

Next, take the warping bar out of the clips by swinging the clips
outward and move the warping bar down to the bottom of the loom. If
it is difficult to do this, loosen your tension slightly by turning the wing
nuts.

If you have warped on one side of the loom, now is the time to tie a
ribbon/string on the other side to balance the warping bar.

Tighten your tension slightly by turning your wing-nuts. (At this point, if
you are not using the shedding device, you can skip down to putting
the spring bar on your loom.)



Putting on the shedding device.

Swing the wooden clips so that the cut out piece is in front of the loom.
You will be placing your shedding device into those cutouts.

There is a hole on one side of the shedding device where the handle
goes. If you are right-handed, your shedding device should be placed
in the clips so the hole is on the right. If you’re left-handed, that hole
should go on the left.

The shed pin with the screw should be on the opposite side of the
handle hole. In any case, when putting on the heddles (which can be
put on either going from left to right or right to left) begin on the side
with the shed pin with the screw. The screw will keep your bar from
sliding while putting on the heddles.

If you have not prepared your heddles now (either making your own or
cutting apart the ones you purchased) do that now.

Loosen the nut in the shed pin (the piece that holds the bar) with your
Allen wrench and slide the bar out so it’s in front of a couple of inches
of warp. As you are putting the shedding device on the loom you will
be pushing the bar to the right if you are right-handed or the left if you
are left-handed.



To put on a heddle, loop one end of the heddle over the warping bar,
wrap the heddle around the warp thread and then loop the other end
of the heddle onto the bar.

You will be putting heddles on every other warp starting with the first
double warp. (Note: For the selvedge double warps, you will put ONE
heddle around both warp threads in that dent.)



When you reach a shed pin (the brass or silver-colored piece that the
bar goes through) push the bar through it and continue putting on
heddles. You can place your heddle to the left, right, or surrounding
(half on the left and half on the right) a shed pin.



When you have put heddles on every other warp thread, tighten the
screw in the shed pin with your Allen wrench and rotate your shedding
device toward the loom so that the empty bar that was on the bottom
of the shedding device is on top of it.



Repeat putting on the heddles on this side, but on the even warps.

When you’ve finished putting on your second set of heddles, tighten
the screw in the shed pin with your Allen wrench.

Remove the acorn nut from your shedding device handle and place
the handle into the hole on the side of the shedding device. Secure it
with the acorn nut.

Now, place your spring bar in your top warp coil, making sure it goes
over the warp threads to keep them securely in the warp coil.



Next, tighten your warp tension slightly. You do not want your warp
threads to be at all loose, but you don’t want them to be so tight that it
is difficult to get your hands between them.

At this point, take some time to make sure your warp threads are
spaced evenly. Adjust them at the bottom of the loom and measure at
both the top and bottom of the loom to make sure the width of your
piece is even.

Once you’ve organized your warp threads, cut a piece of your warp
thread a little more than twice the width of your loom. Weave it
through your warp threads starting from the left (under one warp, over
one warp, under one warp, over one warp, etc.) and when you get to
the end, loop that piece around the sidebar of your loom and weave
back through in the other direction. This time you should be weaving
over the warp threads you wove under last time and under the warp
threads you wove over. Tie the two ends of this piece of thread
together around the opposite side bar that you looped around
previously. Make sure this piece of thread is taut, as it will act to
prevent your weaving from sinking below the bottom beam of the
loom.



Note: If you have a Bottom Spring Kit and warp coil (this warp coil
should match the one on the top of your loom) you do not need to do
this step.

You are done warping! Next week comes the fun part: Beginning to
weave!

Remember: We encourage you to ask us questions via email and
social media and post pictures of your progress to Instagram (use the
hashtag #theellenpurse), Facebook or Ravely. You do NOT need a
social media account to participate.


